ROSS Version 2.16.2/NAP Version 1.3.2/OIS Version 1.3.2 Release Notes

This is a synopsis of the new and corrected functionality included in ROSS version 2.16.2, NAP Version 1.3.2 and OIS Version 1.3.2. Known issues and workarounds are included. The primary objective of this release is to resolve a variety of defects.

Installation

No user actions required. Users will need to accept a new client update upon logging in after the deployment.

New or Changed Functionality

- None.

Reports Changes

- Improved Update Incident Start/End Dates procedure in ROSS Audit resulting in more accurate data.

External Interface Changes

- Corrected miscellaneous ICBS interface issue errors.

Additional Change Requests and Defects Fixed in this Version

- Changed incorrect error message stating: “Resource cannot be release to home because it is a parent for a preposition group and at least one subordinate is still assigned to a non-preposition incident.” Correct message will state: “…..at least one subordinate is still assigned to a preposition incident.”

- Fixed error when Demob Date/Time are not changed when resource availability is updated in external system (Altaris CAD).

- Fixed issue with Contact field on Request being blank when there is not a primary contact on the Organization screen and parent request is Quick Filled. The Dispatch Center will now be the default for the Contact field in this scenario.

- Fixed the issue with resources getting hung-up when a roster request is UTFed. Resolved by removing the Resource label.

- Fixed Travel Overlap error when a subordinate had overlapping travel due to reassignments while Mob En-route.

- Fixed the ability to delete a Resource Item attached to a Cancelled or Cancel-UTF request. This will no longer hang up the resource during the annual Archive.

- Corrected an error allowing a requested item to be edited while filling with a resource. Only allowed edit times are if: your dispatch created the request, the request is pending, but not with an external supply cache, and the requested item is not for a TFR or Infrared request.

- Corrected merge failure when there is a Fill with Agreement resource which has been released on the source incident.

- Corrected population of Other Resource tab with correct value based on availability area and qualifications.

- Fixed issue so that CAD will now set a release option for prepositioned resources when they are released from local incidents.

- NAP: Corrected password blank after last name change notification to CAD and SQL login issues.

- NAP: Password date change is now synchronized with actual password change.
• NAP/ROSS Login: First, last and middle name fields set to 30 characters maximum.

• OIS: Chart view now loads first three layers resulting in faster upload speeds. Addresses and Latitude/Longitude will now be entered without a search mechanism due to Google/Flex API issues.

Other Known Issues and Workarounds
• When a Home Location is changed on the Pick Location screen, the Fitness Rating Expiration Date disappears after closing the Pick Location screen. **Workaround:** Refresh the screen and fitness date reappears.

• When an inventoried overhead resource item with an employment class of “EFF/AD” is filled, the Resource Order Form report displays “(EFF/AD)” after the resource name. However, when “Fill with EFF/AD” is used to fill the request with a non-inventoried overhead resource, “(EFF/AD)” does not display after the resource name. This report inconsistency will be addressed in a future version. **Workaround:** None.